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Abstract 
As IoT networks continue to grow, so does the threat of DDoS attacks, which aim to disrupt 
networks by overwhelming them with traffic. IoT networks are particularly vulnerable due to 
numerous interconnected devices with limited security measures. Attackers exploit vulnerabilities 
in IoT devices, forming botnets to launch coordinated attacks. DDoS attacks on IoT networks can 
have severe outcomes, including service disruptions and data breaches. Preventing and mitigating 
DDoS attacks requires a multi-layered approach, including strong security practices, firmware 
updates, and network-level defences. ML algorithms can analyze network traffic patterns and 
detect anomalies, aiding real-time identification of DDoS attacks. However, ML-based detection 
systems need labelled training data and continuous monitoring to adapt to evolving attack 
techniques. Combining ML with other techniques forms a comprehensive DDoS defence strategy. 
This article gives a review of various methods and techniques proposed by different authors to 
detect a DDoS attack in IoT environment at a minimum amount of time. 
Keywords: DDoS attack, ML Algorithms, IOT Environment 
Introduction 
As the Internet of Things (IoT) continues to grow, connecting billions of devices worldwide, it 
also introduces new security challenges. One significant threat is Distributed Denial of Service 
(DDoS) attacks targeting IoT networks. DDoS attacks main aim is to disrupt or disable the normal 
functioning of a network, system, or service by devasting it with a flood of traffic from multiple 
devices. 
In IoT networks, DDoS attacks pose unique risks due to the large number of interconnected devices 
with limited computing resources and often insufficient security measures. These devices, ranging 
from smart home appliances to industrial sensors, can be compromised and used as part of a 
botnet—an army of infected devices controlled by malicious actors to carry out coordinated 
attacks. 
The impact of DDoS attacks on IoT networks can be severe, leading to service disruptions, data 
breaches, and financial losses. Such attacks can target critical infrastructure, e-commerce 
platforms, or even IoT devices themselves, causing operational disruptions, loss of data integrity, 
and potential safety risks. 
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To initiate a DDoS attack in an IoT environment, attackers typically exploit vulnerabilities in IoT 
devices, such as weak or default passwords, outdated firmware, or insecure communication 
protocols. Once compromised, these devices can be used to generate massive amounts of traffic 
directed at a target, overwhelming its resources and rendering it inaccessible. 
Preventing and mitigating DDoS attacks in IoT networks require a multi-layered approach. This 
includes implementing strong security practices for IoT devices, regularly updating firmware to 
patch vulnerabilities, using secure communication protocols, and deploying network-level 
defences such as firewalls, intrusion detection systems, and traffic filtering mechanisms. 
Furthermore, network administrators can utilize traffic monitoring and anomaly detection 
strategies to identify and mitigate DDoS attacks in real-time. This may involve monitoring network 
traffic patterns, analysing flow data, and leveraging machine learning algorithms to detect 
abnormal traffic behaviour and automatically trigger countermeasures. 
  
Machine learning (ML) algorithms can be employed to identify DDoS attacks in network traffic 
by leveraging their ability to analyse patterns, classify data, and detect anomalies. ML-based DDoS 
detection systems can help network administrators detect and react to attacks in real-time. 
ML algorithms can enhance DDoS detection capabilities by automating the process and providing 
real- time insights. However, it is recommended to combine ML-based detection with other 
techniques, such as traffic analysis, flow-based monitoring, and signature-based detection, to 
create a comprehensive DDoS defence strategy. 
 
Literature Review 
In the [6] paper highlights the significance of SEs in improving the quality of living for users in 
various contexts such as Smart Campus, Smart Homes, Industry 4.0, and Smart Hospitals. 
However, the increased number of devices and the heterogeneity of SEs present challenges in 
terms of network management, planning, and security, particularly with respect to DDoS attacks. 
The proposed Smart System for DDoS detection combines Fog and Cloud computing, with the 
tasks divided between these two architectures to enhance response time and accuracy. The 
environment follows a four- principle approach: (I) Network monitoring and data collection on 
network flows in SEs, (II) Feature selection to identify key characteristics for DDoS detection, 
(III) Traffic division to distinguish network flows from IoT machines andPD, and (IV) ML-based 
detection by training models using network flow data to identify DDoS attacks. 
The experiments conducted using real-time IoT network traffic with DDoS attacks demonstrate 
the effectiveness of the proposed system. The system achieves a high accuracy rate of 99% when 
appropriate features are identified, while also minimizing data exchange capacity and detection 
time. 
The contributions of this article include the design of a system that integrates cloud and fog 
computing, ahomework on the impact of feature selection on DDoS detection accuracy and data 
exchange volume, a traffic segmentation approach applicable to various management tasks in SEs, 
and experiments using real-time network traffic datasets with DDoS attacks. 
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In paper [7] the authors presents a stateful SDN (Software-Defined Networking) security solution 
for real-time IoT (Internet of Things) network data, focusing on the detection and removing of 
DoS (Denial of Service) and DDoS (Distributed Denial of Service) attacks. The proposed solution 
utilizes entropy as the detection technique, which offers improvements such as high sensitivity, 
low false positive rate, simplicity in entropy calculation, and no need for additional network 
devices. 
Traditionally, SDN leverages Open Flow as an abstract of the data plane, where flow tables on 
switches are responsible for forwarding stateless packets according to rules defined by the 
controller. However, this approach can lead to signalling overhead and increased latency. To 
overcome this limitation, the paper introduces a stateful approach in SDN by incorporating some 
stateful logic in switches, allowing for more efficient handling of network traffic. This paper 
demonstrates that entropy-based mechanisms can be implementing effectively with real-time IoT 
traffic in stateful SDN architectures. 
The experiments conducted in the paper involve three different scenarios using real data traffic 
from two datasets: "BigFlows" and "Bot-IoT". The "Bot-IoT" dataset is particularly suitable for 
network forensic analytics in IoT as it incorporates both legitimate IoT network traffic and traffic 
associated with DoS and DDoS attacks. The experimental scenarios involve various network 
topologies, including more complex ones, to assess the performance and effectiveness of the 
proposed solution in realistic settings. 
The important points of the work can be potted as follows: 
● Development of an entropy-based solution that operates effectively in a stateful SDN 
architecture, enabling both detection and mitigation of DoS and DDoS attacks. 
● Use of real IoT traffic in the experimental scenarios, enhancing the realism and relevance 
of the results compared to studies using artificial traffic or non-IoT network traffic. 
In conclusion, the paper presents an innovative stateful SDN security solution for detecting and 
mitigating DoS and DDoS attacks in real IoT traffic. The use of entropy-based mechanisms in 
conjunction with a stateful SDN architecture contributes to a more efficient and comprehensive 
defense against these security threats. The experiments conducted with real-time IoT traffic and 
complex network topologies validate the effectiveness of the proposed solution. 
In paper[15] the authors introduces a novel detection and mitigation technique for IoT-based DDoS 
attacks, with a primary focus on stealthy attacks which exhibit a low data rate increase per 
machine(as low as 10%). These attacks are challenging to detect and can bypass most existing 
methodologies . The proposed method utilizes a statistical anomaly detection algorithm called 
Online Discrepancy Test (ODIT), which offers several advantages, including minimal interruption 
of regular service, scalability to large systems, independence from presumed baseline and attack 
patterns, and quick and accurate detection and mitigation due to its sequential nature. 
The key insights of the paper are as follows: 
1. Proposal of a novel detection and mitigation technique: The paper presents a new technique 
specifically designed to address stealthy DDoS attacks in IoT environments. The proposed 
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technique leverages the ODIT algorithm, which offers sequential detection and mitigation 
capabilities. 
2. Analysis of time and space complexity: The time and space complexity of the proposed 
technique are analysed, providing insights into the computational requirements and resource 
utilization. 
3. Asymptotic optimality: The paper demonstrates the asymptotic optimality of the proposed 
detector in the minimal sense as the size of the training data increases. This analysis ensures that 
the technique performs well even as the dataset size increases. 
4. Solution for dynamic scenarios: The paper addresses dynamic scenarios where the number 
of devices in the network replaces over time. The proposed technique is adaptable to such 
scenarios, allowing for effective detection and mitigation in evolving IoT networks. 
5. Comprehensive performance evaluation: The effectiveness of the proposed technique is 
evaluated through a comprehensive performance evaluation. This evaluation includes a testbed 
implementation, the use of the N-BaIoT dataset (a popular dataset for IoT network analysis), and 
simulations. The results of the evaluation provide insights into the detection accuracy, mitigation 
effectiveness, and overall performance of the proposed technique. 
In summary, the paper presents a novel detection and mitigation technique for IoT-based DDoS 
attacks, focusing on stealthy attacks with low data rate increases per machine. The proposed 
technique, based on the ODIT algorithm, offers several advantages and addresses the challenges 
posed by these types of attacks. The paper provides a thorough analysis of the technique's time and 
space complexity, proves its asymptotic optimality, offers a solution for dynamic scenarios, and 
presents a comprehensive performance evaluation using real-world datasets and simulations. 
In paper [10] work proposes an integrated detection mechanism called Smart Detection-IoT (SD-
IoT) system to detect DDoS attacks in IoT network environments. The system architecture focuses 
on early detection of DDoS attacks at the source network. The proposed approach utilizes a sensor 
installed on the IoT network access point to classify online traffic using a Machine Learning (ML)-
methodology strategy. The system is designed to be compatible with existing Internet 
infrastructure without requiring software or hardware upgrades, making it feasible for deployment. 
User data privacy is ensured throughout the system's operation as data fields are not accessed. 
  
The important insights of this study are: 
1. Modelling and validation of an online detection system: The study presents the modelling, 
coding, and validation of an online detection system specifically designed for DDoS attacks in IoT 
network scenarios. The system, SD-IoT, classifies online random samples of IoT network traffic 
as either DoS attacks or regular traffic while maintaining information privacy. 
2. Exploration of network traffic properties: The study explores the properties of network 
traffic in the IoT network scenario and creates a new signature database based on the findings. 
This database aids in the detection of DDoS attacks. 
3. Practical online processing: The study presents a practical strategy for processing and 
validating raw network traffic data in real-time. The proposed system is embedded in a wireless 
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AP and integrated into an SDN controller. It employs a signature-based machine learning 
algorithm to identify DDoS attacks. Network traffic samples collected by an OpenFlow switch are 
forwarded to the detection system for analysis. 
4. Evaluation of classification algorithms: The study evaluates three classification algorithms 
- Logistic Regression (LR), Random Forest (RF), and Extreme Gradient Boost (XGB) - in the core 
of the detection system. The performance of these algorithms in detecting DDoS attack patterns is 
assessed. 
[12] Research paper proposes an architecture for capturing and mitigating DoS/DDoS attacks in 
the context of the Internet of Things (IoT). The main contributions of the paper include the design 
and implementation of an architecture with two main components: DoS/DDoS detection and 
DoS/DDoS mitigation. The mitigation countermeasures are based on the detection decisions made 
by the system. 
Unlike previous works that focused on distinguishing between normal traffic and attack traffic, the 
proposed detection approach takes into consideration the perspective of a cyber security analyst. 
It aims to identify subcategories of DoS/DDoS attacks and determine the corresponding mitigation 
countermeasures at a fine-grained level. The paper identifies six subcategories of attacks by 
combining two attack categories (DDoS and DoS) with three types of packets (TCP, UDP, and 
HTTP). 
The proposed detection classification approach combines the concept of Looking-Back with basic 
classifiers to achieve accurate results. Based on the detection outcomes, specific mitigation 
countermeasures are applied. In the case of a DoS attack, specific traffic (HTTP, TCP, or UDP) 
from a particular IP address is denied, while allowing the rest of the traffic. For DDoS attacks, 
rate-limiting is applied to specific traffic (HTTP, TCP, or UDP), while allowing the remaining 
traffic.The evaluation demonstrates promising results, with the Looking- Back-enabled Random 
Forest achieving an accuracy of 99.81%. 
In research paper [19] the authors proposes a customized framework called SD-IoT (Software-
Defined Internet of Things) for providing security services in IoT networks, specifically focusing 
on the detection of DDoS attacks. The framework is divided into three layers: the application layer, 
control layer, and infrastructure layer. 
The application layer includes the C-DAD (Counter-based DDoS Attack Detection) application, 
which is responsible for detecting DDoS attacks in the SD-IoT network. The C-DAD architecture 
consists of different sub- modules, each containing counters with threshold values. The counter 
values are evaluated, and if they exceed the threshold, a trigger is generated for the flow analyser 
to determine the network's compromised or normal status. The paper presents various experiments 
with different variables and algorithms, providing detailed analysis and results in tabular and graph 
format. 
In conventional systems, Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) are implemented at the end level of 
the Internet, but they are insufficient to handle the security requirements of IoT networks. The 
proposed framework addresses this issue by offering a software-defined IoT security environment. 
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The three main insights of this work are as follows: 
1) SDNWISE-based customized framework: The framework enhances SDNWISE with 
additional security services, allowing the dynamic addition of security features without changing 
the network infrastructure. It includes an IoT controller as a gateway between the IoT network and 
SDNWISE controller, along with SOPFS (Sensor Open Flow Switch) for communication between 
IoT nodes and the SDNWISE controller via the IoT controller. 
2) Counter-based DDoS Attack Detection (C-DAD) application: This application is built on 
top of the proposed framework and utilizes counter-based methods such as Packet Counter, 
Payload Counter, and Traffic Workload Counter to identify malicious traffic and detect DDoS 
attacks in the SD-IoT network. The algorithm is designed to be efficient for zero-day attacks and 
does not rely on attack signatures or machine learning models. 
3) Evaluation and results: The C-DAD algorithm is thoroughly tested and analyzed through 
separate experiments with different parameters. 
Overall, this research work presents a customized SD-IoT framework and a counter-based 
detection algorithm for efficiently detecting DDoS attacks in IoT networks. The proposed solution 
offers flexibility, dynamic security services, and promising results in detecting DDoS attacks, 
enhancing the security of IoT systems. 
Conclusion: 
DDoS attacks on IoT networks pose significant risks due to the huge number of interconnected 
nodes and limited security measures. Preventing and mitigating these attacks require a multi-
layered approach that includes implementing strong security practices, regular firmware updates, 
and network-level defences. Additionally, employing traffic monitoring and ML-based anomaly 
detection techniques can aid in real-time identification and response to DDoS attacks. ML 
algorithms offer the ability to analyze patterns and indentify anomalies in network traffic, 
enhancing DDoS detection capabilities.This provides a larger scope of research in this domain, 
Future Scope: 
The rapid growth of IoT networks and the increasing sophistication of DDoS attacks necessitate 
continuous research and development of robust security measures. Future efforts can focus 
on:1)Developing advanced ML algorithms that can adapt to evolving attack techniques and detect 
emerging DDoS attack patterns.2)Enhancing the accuracy of ML-based DDoS detection systems 
by incorporating more diverse and comprehensive training datasets.3) Exploring the integration of 
ML with other detection techniques, such as behavioural analysis and threat intelligence, to 
strengthen the overall defence against DDoS attacks. 
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